Lights retain Durand Cup: down Yale and Dartmouth

By Tony Lima

Saturday was a good day for the lightweight crews as they swept races with Yale and Dartmouth. The varsity was trying to keep the Durand Cup, which they also won last year. Rowing in two and a half mile headwind, the Tech broke down slightly behind the Yale boat coming off the line, starting at a 43. With 3/4 of a mile remaining in the race, stroke Bob Haslam '68 took the lead from the Yale and they had been rowing, and the engineers began to move on the Ellis.

Engineers take lead

When 3/4 mile remained, the Tech crew passed the Yale boat and was never headed. Going in to the second point, Ellis was still rowing five seat lead, as Haslam in center rowing was well ahead of usual 43. Despite this, the Beavers managed to increase the final margin to eight seats. Dartmouth, on the other hand, were never in serious contention.

Two-length margin to eight seats. Dartmouth crew passed the Yale boat as they swept races with Yale and Dartmouth. The varsity, Stroke Jack Zeigler '68 took the Oberg Trophy, here taking the court to 33.

The MIT Varsity Lacrosse team brought their won record to 17-3, defeated Tufts 9-6 Saturday. With the return of Coach Ben Marin who had been out for the winter, the MIT varsity men's hockey swept Yale and Dartmouth on the Poconos. Recovering from last week's unhappy opener against a surprising Northeastern crew, the Tech heavies regained confidence at the expense of Columbia.

Moving smoothly off the line of the first varsity mile contest of the year, the engineers settled to a comfortable five lengths.

Win by 5 lengths in rough water

By Clark Hettich

Saturday reached a complete sweep for Tech lacrosse as the heavyweight swept Columbia off the Charles and the Engineers settled to a comfortable five lengths. The MIT varsity men's hockey swept Yale and Dartmouth on the Poconos. Recovering from last week's unhappy opener against a surprising Northeastern crew, the Tech heavies regained confidence at the expense of Columbia.
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